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RADIO SPECTRUM SHARING sion of a wireless link that is received in the highest power 
LEVERAGING LINK ADAPTATION IN in a secondary network of the plurality of wireless networks ; 

PRIMARY NETWORK and 

a throughput estimator which predicts , without the need to 
CROSS REFERENCE exchange information between a primary and secondary 

networks of the plurality of wireless networks , the adaptive 
This application claims the benefit of the filing date of modulation and coding configuration for the primary link 

U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser . No. 62 / 690,124 , that is received with highest power at the secondary network 
filed Jun . 26 , 2018 , which is hereby incorporated by refer- transmitting node , wherein the transmitting node in the 
ence in its entirety and of U.S. Provisional Patent Applica 10 secondary network maintains the change in the primary 
tion Ser . No. 62 / 866,300 , filed Jun . 25 , 2019 , which is network relative average throughput within a prescribed 
hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety . target maximum value , while at the same time finding 

transmit settings for its transmission that will result in as 
FIELD large throughput as allowed by a primary network interfer 

ence limit . 
The present disclosure relates to radio spectrum sharing In accordance with another aspect of the present disclo 

sure , there is provided a method for allowing two or more by a plurality of wireless networks , and in particular to a wireless networks to operate simultaneously in the same system and method wherein a secondary network utilizes a geographical area and through the same radio frequency 
modulation classifier and throughput estimator to estimate ( RF ) spectrum band , including : 
its effect on a primary network for a given transmission a ) without transmitting , a transmitting node at a secondary power setting network listening to transmissions from a primary network 

and estimating the modulation scheme used in the link from BACKGROUND the primary network received with highest power ; 
b ) the transmitting node at the secondary network sending 

Improving the efficiency in using the radio frequency a sequence of probe ( short ) packets , each at a different 
( RF ) spectrum requires the ability of wireless networks to transmit power and , after transmitting each of the sequence operate by sharing with other networks the simultaneous use of probe packets , listening to transmissions from the primary 
of a spectrum band . However , to achieve this function , network and estimating the modulation scheme used in the 
transmitting nodes in a network need to know the effect of 30 link from the primary network that is received with highest 
their transmission on the other networks in terms of gener- power , wherein for any intended transmit power of choice , 
ated interference and resulting signal - to - interference - plus- a throughput estimator at the transmitting node in the 
noise ratio ( SINR ) . One approach for nodes to acquire this secondary network estimates the throughput that would be 
knowledge is by granting access to the control channels on achieved at the link from the primary network received with 
the other network that carry information associated with the 35 highest power based on , a modulation scheme estimated in 
experienced link quality ( e.g. , packet reception indicator , step a ) and transmits power for each probe packet and the 
transmit power adaptation feedback , link outage indicator , corresponding estimated modulation scheme from step b ) . 
packet retransmission request , etc. ) However , this approach These and other aspects of the present disclosure will 
suffers from the shortcoming that in most cases the two become apparent upon a review of the following detailed 
networks are completely separate and access to control 40 description and the claims appended thereto . 
channels of one network is not allowed to the nodes in the 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
other network . Another approach takes advantage that net 
works adapt the modulation scheme that is used during FIG . 1 shows an embodiment of the main elements and a 
transmission based on the experienced link SINR . With this 45 block diagram with the main components in the wireless 
approach , as part of the transmission process , nodes may node implementing the system ; and 
infer the effect of their transmissions on other networks by FIG . 2 shows an embodiment of the throughput estimator 
monitoring changes in the modulation scheme used on the in the form of a non - linear autoregressive exogenous neural 
other network's link ( achieved through processing the signal network ( NARX - NN ) . 
received from the other network ) . However , wireless com- 50 
munications systems can switch between a small number of DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

modulation schemes , leading to the information that can be 
inferred with this approach being with a very coarse reso The disclosure pertains to a system of two or more 
lution that limits their application in spectrum sharing . wireless networks that operate simultaneously in the same 

55 geographical area and through the same radio frequency 
SUMMARY ( RF ) spectrum band . The radio transmitters implementing 

the disclosure include a “ modulation classifier ” and a 

In accordance with one aspect of the present invention , “ throughput estimator ” . Details of suitable individual com 
there is provided wireless communication system , including : ponents follow next . 

a plurality of wireless networks simultaneously operating 60 Primary network ( PN ) : is one of the wireless networks 
over the same RF spectrum band , each network including at sharing the use of an RF spectrum band with at least one 
least one radio frequency ( RF ) transmitting node capable of other wireless network . As is customary in today's technol 
estimating the effect of its transmission on another , separate , ogy , wireless communication in this network makes use of 
wireless network of the plurality of wireless networks , “ Link Adaptation ” , also known as “ Adaptive Modulation 
wherein each at least one transmitting node comprises : 65 and Coding ” ( AMC ) , which is a technique whereby a radio 

a modulation classifier that estimates from a received transmitter adapts the modulation scheme and forward error 
wireless signal , a modulation scheme used in the transmis- control ( FEC ) channel coding rate based on a measurement 
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of link quality ( often the SINR ) received through a feedback throughput estimator is the throughput that would be 
channel from the receiver . A setting of modulation scheme achieved at the PN link that the SN transmitting node is 
and FEC channel coding rate constitutes an AMC mode and receiving with largest power if the SN transmitting node 
establishes the transmit throughput that is achieved at the PN were to transmit with the power setting that is inputted to the 
link . Essentially all link adaptation implementations makes throughput estimator . Because of their unambiguous rela 
use of a few ( less than six ) modulation schemes and , for each tion , an estimate of throughput at a link is also an estimate 
modulation scheme it is possible to choose among multiple of the full AMC mode settings used for transmission at that 
channel coding rates . In this way , each modulation scheme link . Suitable signal processing algorithms are known to 
is associated with a broad range of achievable throughput persons skilled in the art . In one embodiment , the throughput 
values that are then fine - tuned to a more precise throughput 10 estimator can be implemented using a non - linear autoregres 
value by the choice of a channel coding rate for the given sive exogenous neural network ( NARX - NN ) , as shown in 
modulation scheme . As such , the modulation scheme serves FIG . 2. In embodiments as this one , which is based on a 
as a coarse control nob in the link adaptation and the choice neural network , the internal parameters of the throughput 
of channel coding rate provides the fine - tuning control nob . estimator are derived from an offline learning process that 
The present disclosure enables the discovery of the more 15 presents the neural network with multiple examples gener 
precise throughput for a given system . ated from a simulator of the complete system of PN and SNs . 

Secondary network ( SN ) : is the wireless network where For operation of the disclosed technology an SN trans 
links are established using the present disclosure in such a mitting node follows the steps described next : 
way that the transmit power induces an RF interference on Without transmitting , the SN transmitting node listens to 
the PN that is deemed acceptable by virtue of degrading the 20 transmissions from the PN and uses its modulation classifier 
communication performance in the PN by not more than a to estimate the modulation scheme used in the link from the 
pre - established limit ( measured in relative change in data PN received with highest power . 
throughput ) . To operate in such a way , the present disclosure The SN transmitting node proceeds to send a sequence of 
enables the SN transmitting nodes to estimate their effect on probe ( short ) packets , each at a different transmit power 
the PN for a given transmit power setting . It is assumed that 25 level . 
the PN and the SN are separate networks to the extent that After the transmission of each probe packet , the SN 
they cannot access each other's channels ( control channels transmitting node listens to transmissions from the PN and 
or otherwise ) . The operation of the system does not require uses its modulation classifier to estimate the modulation 
the PN from even realizing the existence of an SN . More scheme used in the link from the PN received with highest 
than one SN , each also separate from the others , can coexist 30 power . 
in the same system . Using as inputs the sequence of probe packets transmit 
SN transmitting node : is a radio transmitter operating in powers ( including with power equal to zero the case where 

the SN that implements the present disclosure as part of the the SN transmitting node the listens without transmitting to 
transmission process . An SN transmitting node uses the the transmissions in the PN ) and the modulation scheme 
present disclosure to estimate its effect on the PN for a given 35 estimated by the modulation classifier for each probe packet , 
transmit power setting . the throughput estimator provides an estimate of the 

Modulation Classifier : is a signal processing algorithm throughput ( equivalently the full AMC mode ) that would be 
that estimates from the received wireless signal , the modu- achieved at the PN link that is received with highest power 
lation scheme that is being used in the transmission of a by the SN transmitting node for a given transmit power of 
wireless link that is received with the highest power . The 40 the same SN transmitting node . 
received wireless signal is composed by the superposition of The throughput estimator is implicitly characterizing the 
all wireless transmissions that are received with power relation between link throughput and SINR , which is char 
surpassing the noise floor . The modulation classifier will acteristic of the wireless communication standard specifica 
process the received signal using any method existing in the tion in use at the PN . Also , because of their unambiguous 
current art , or any other for this purpose that can be 45 correspondence , the operation of estimation of throughput is 
developed in the future , and will estimate the modulation equivalent to estimating the corresponding full AMC mode . 
used in the component signal that is received with highest Since the full AMC mode is described by a choice of 
power , treating the other component signals as background modulation scheme and a choice of channel coding rate , the 
noise . Suitable modulation classification algorithms are operation performed by the throughput estimator is also one 
known to persons skilled in the art . A suitable modulation 50 of estimating the modulation scheme and channel coding 
classification algorithm , for example , is disclosed in H. rate . Consequently , the present disclosure goes beyond the 
Abuella and M. K. Ozdemir , “ Automatic modulation clas- coarse estimation of a range of channel SINRs that could be 
sification based on kernel density estimation , " Canadian derived from sensing the modulation scheme in use at a PN 
Journal of Electrical and Computer Engineering , vol . 39 , no . link and , instead , estimates the fine - grained information of 
3 , pp . 203-209 , Summer 2016 . 55 the actual AMC mode ( or a throughput value ) , including 

Throughput estimator : is a signal processing algorithm channel coding rate . This allows an SN transmitting node to 
capable of estimating for a given transmit power at an SN estimate with fine granularity the effect that its transmission 
transmitting node , the throughput ( equivalently the full at some power level will have on the PN . This feature , in 
AMC mode ) that would be achieved at the PN link that the turn , allows the SN transmitting node to communicate 
same SN transmitting node is receiving with largest power . 60 without exchanging any information with the PN , by simul 
As such , the throughput estimator is capable to estimate both taneously transmitting over the same RF spectrum band as 
the modulation scheme and channel coding rate settings at the PN through controlling its transmit power with fine 
the PN link . The inputs to the throughput estimator are a precision so as not to degrade the PN link quality more than 
sequence of probe packets transmit power , the modulation a preset limit . 
scheme at the PN link corresponding to each probe packet 65 The present disclosure can be applied for all scenarios 
( the output from the modulation classifier ) and an SN where a transmitting node in a network needs to estimate the 
transmitting node transmit power setting . The output of the change in performance ( e.g. , throughput ) at the wireless link 
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from another network that is received with the largest power through an offline simulation of the system described here . 
and where the two networks cannot exchange information . Once the training process is completed , and the NARX 
One example of this application is in “ Dynamic Spectrum neural network have been found , the present system is 
Access ” ( DSA ) . The radio spectrum is a natural resource of deployed within the SN transmitting nodes . During opera 
important economic value to today's society , since it pro- 5 tion , the described process is followed by an SN transmitting 
vides the medium needed to deploy and operate wireless node intended on sending data to an SN receiving node . By 
communications networks . To achieve efficient use of this making use of this disclosure , the SN transmitting node is 
resource , the concept of DSA has been developed as a able to estimate the throughput ( equivalently , the full AMC 
technology for multiple wireless networks to share the use of mode ) that the PN link that it is being received with highest 
the same portion of the radio spectrum within the same 10 power would set for a choice of transmitting power at the SN 
geographical location . In DSA , there is one network that is transmitting node . Knowing the estimated throughput at the 
incumbent to the radio spectrum band of interest , called the PN link for different transmit power settings allows the SN 
“ Primary Network ” ( PN ) , and one or more “ Secondary transmitting node to choose the largest transmit power that 
Networks ” ( SNs ) that opportunistically make use of the would change the relative throughput at the PN link by an 
same spectrum band . With the particular form of “ underlay ” 15 amount less than the pre - established limit . 
DSA , nodes from the SNs can transmit at the same time as Although various embodiments have been depicted and 
those in the PN but the nodes in the SNs are restricted in described in detail herein , it will be apparent to those skilled 
their transmission so that their effect on the PN remains in the relevant art that various modifications , additions , 
within strict constraints usually set by the PN itself . In order substitutions , and the like can be made without departing 
to meet these constrains , the SN needs a method to assess the 20 from the spirit of the disclosure and these are therefore 
effects that its transmissions would have on the PN . How- considered to be within the scope of the disclosure as defined 
ever , because of the PN and SNs are separate networks , it is in the claims which follow . 
to expect that there is not going to be any explicit exchange What is claimed : 
of information between them about their performance . This , 1. A wireless communication system , comprising : 
then , constitutes a use case where the nodes in the SNs 25 a plurality of wireless networks simultaneously operating 
would need to make use of this present disclosure before over a same RF spectrum band , at least one network of 
setting their transmit power . the plurality of wireless networks comprising a sec 

In an embodiment , a method for radio spectrum sharing ondary network having at least one radio frequency 
includes : step 1 , without transmitting , the transmitting node ( RF ) transmitting node , wherein each of the at least one 
at the secondary network listens to transmissions from the 30 radio frequency ( RF ) transmitting nodes is capable of 
primary network and estimates the modulation scheme used estimating a change in the average throughput of a 
in the link from the primary network received with highest transmission of the at least one radio frequency ( RF ) 
power . Step 2 , the transmitting node at the secondary transmitting node on at least one primary network of 
network sends a sequence of probe ( short ) packets , each at the plurality of wireless networks , wherein each at least 
a different transmit power and , after transmitting each probe 35 one radio frequency ( RF ) transmitting node comprises : 
packets , listens to transmissions from the primary network a modulation classifier that estimates from a sensed 
and estimate the modulation scheme used in the link from wireless signal , a modulation scheme used in a trans 
the primary network that is received with highest power . For mission of a wireless signal that carries information 
any intended transmit power of choice , the throughput over a wireless link that has been established in the at 
estimator at the transmitting node in the secondary network 40 least one primary network of the plurality of wireless 
estimates the throughput that would be achieved at the link networks ; and 
from the primary network received with highest power a throughput estimator which determines , without 
based on , the modulation scheme estimated in step I and exchanging information between networks of the plu 
transmit power for each probe packet and the corresponding rality of wireless networks , a forward error control 
estimated modulation scheme from step II . ( FEC ) channel coding rate for the sensed wireless 

Operation of the disclosed system can be explained signal , wherein the at least one radio frequency ( RF ) 
according to the following embodiment . In the present transmitting node in the secondary network uses infor 
scenario two wireless networks , a PN and an SN , simulta mation from the throughput estimator to determine a 
neously operate in the same geographical area using the transmitting power level of the transmission of the at 
same RF spectrum band . The SN is allowed to transmit 50 least one radio frequency ( RF ) transmitting node that 
simultaneously to the PN using the same RF spectrum band does not reduce the throughput over the wireless link 
as long as the interference it creates on the PN does not associated with the sensed wireless signal sent and 
degrade the PN throughput more than a pre - established limit received in the primary network by more than pre 
in terms of relative throughput change at the PN . As cus scribed target maximum value . 
tomary in today's technology , the PN transmissions make 55 2. The system of claim 1 , wherein the throughput esti 
use of link adaptation , which in this case is assumed for mator applies a non - linear autoregressive exogenous neural 
exemplifying purposes to be the same as the one used in the network ( NARX - NN ) . 
LTE cellular communication standard . For this case , there 3. A method for allowing two or more wireless networks 
are fifteen possible AMC modes divided into QPSK modu- to operate simultaneously in the same geographical area and 
lation ( with six possible channel coding rates ) , 16 - QAM 60 through the same radio frequency ( RF ) spectrum band , 
( with three possible channel coding rates ) , and 64 - QAM comprising : 
( with six possible channel coding rates ) . The Throughput listening with a transmitting node of a secondary wireless 
Estimator in the present system is implemented using a network to a transmission of a wireless signal that 
NARX neural network with internal parameters that are carries information over a wireless link that has been 
obtained through an iterative training process whereby a 65 established within a primary wireless network , while 
large number of examples of inputs to the Throughput the secondary wireless network transmitting node is not 
Estimator and the corresponding output are generated transmitting ; 

45 
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estimating a modulation scheme and a forward error 
control ( FEC ) channel coding rate of the wireless signal 
transmitted within the primary wireless network with 
out exchanging information between networks of the 
two or more wireless networks ; 

sending by the transmitting node of the secondary wire 
less network a sequence of probe packets each at a 
different transmit power level ; 

listening with the transmitting node of the secondary 
wireless network to a radio signal associated to the link 10 
transmitted within the primary wireless network corre 
sponding to each probe packet transmit power level of 
the sequence ; 

estimating a modulation scheme and throughput over the 
link from the primary wireless network for the trans- 15 
mission corresponding to each probe packet transmit 
power level of the sequence ; and 

determining the transmit power level of the transmission 
from the secondary wireless network that does not 
reduce the throughput achieved over the link from the 20 
primary wireless network by more than a prescribed 
maximum value . 


